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Acid Indigestion, Headache
Or Upset Stomach
Don't Let
Spoil Your Outing

How many times have you had a fishing trip spoiled because of some minor discomfort that would have been relieved by Alka-Seltzer?
Perhaps Headache or Acid Indigestion - possibly an upset stomach or the discomfort of a Cold. Here is good advice.

Keep Alka-Seltzer in Your Tackle Box

Mr. John D. Copher, had almost determined to give up fishing when he discovered Alka-Seltzer. Read what he says about it:

"I am an agent for the Railway Express, Inc., and spend long hours indoors. Like most people who do office work, I have a "tummy" that is very easily upset. My relaxation is fishing, and I spend nearly all my spare time in this greatest of all sports. I had plenty of trouble with sickness for the past several years. It was the same story - each time I went out, a picnic lunch, a blazing heat, and up it all came. But that was before I learned about Alka-Seltzer, and I never think about leaving home now without a bottle of Alka-Seltzer in my tackle box, and I am never bothered any more with this kind of sickness."

Mr. Copher, a fine fishing companion and angler, is a great advocate of Alka-Seltzer. He always has a bottle handy when he goes out. If he should feel the slightest discomfort, he waits until he gets back to camp, and puts the Alka-Seltzer in water and waits until the prompt relief it brings.

Get Alka-Seltzer at your Drug Store
Large pkg. 60¢ Small pkg. 30¢

Now...Most Everybody Is
Alkalizing with
Alka-Seltzer

If you are an Alka-Seltzer user, you know why so many people swear by it; if you are not, NOW is a fine time to get acquainted.
You may be feeling perfectly well now, but you never know when some common everyday pain or discomfort will attack you. It may be at a time when you are not near a drug store or when the drugstores are all closed.

Why not play safe and have a package of Alka-Seltzer handy? Then when you want relief from the discomfort and annoyance of Acid Indigestion, Headache, Gas on Stomach, a Cold, "Morning After" distress or Muscular Aches and Pains, drop one or two into a glass of water. Watch it sparkle, listen to its hiss, then drink it. It doesn't taste like medicine, does it?

You will really like the clean tangy flavor. You will like it better, the prompt relief it brings.

Alka-Seltzer Brings Two-Way Relief
1 - Relief from pain because it contains an analgesic (sodium salt of aspirin).
2 - Relief from the over-acid condition so often associated with common aches and pains, because it contains alkalizing agents.

Get Alka-Seltzer at your drug store
In 60¢ or 30¢ packages.
The Whirl of Modern Life

So much to do
So little time to do it

Haste, Noise, Excitement, Worry — that is the tempo of modern life. You can’t escape it. While man has been released from much heavy muscular work, modern life puts a heavy strain on his nerves. Little wonder that we see, on every side, sufferers from Functional Nervous Disturbances, such as

Sleeplessness, Restlessness, and Hysterical Conditions due to Nervousness, Headache, Neuralgia, Functional Irritability, Travel Sickness.

When you suffer from any of the above nervous disorders, try

Dr. Miles Nervine
(Liquid or Efferescent Tablets)

Relief or your money back. That is the guarantee under which Nervine is sold.

Dr. Miles Liquid Nervine
Large bottle $1.00 Small bottle 35¢

Dr. Miles Efferescent Nervine Tablets
Large package 15¢
Small package 35¢
or muskie plugs, but don't think he won't take a frog.


WALL-EYED PIKE

Some folks call him pike perch. The Canadians call him pickerel or dore. He'll take a plug or a spoon, but have always found the best way to catch him was with a nice big juicy minnow. There's no rig quite to compare with a June bug spinner fished ahead of a shiner. As a fighter he's just fair. As a table fish, he's supreme.

WALL-EYED PIKE: World's Record Taken with Hook and Line by Anthony M. Brothers, 18 lbs., in 1933 in High Lake, Wisconsin.

PANFISHES

This is a big subject in itself. There are yellow perch and white perch, and they are both splendid fish to catch or on the table. You can use worms for both of them, but either will hit a bucktail or a streamer fly in the spring, and either will take a minnow; and if you can find a school of large ones, you can catch them with frogs.

Highly prized are the common bass and the crappie, the most popular sunfish of the lot. They are excellent on the table. They are not much on the fight, but their mouths are very tender. Neither of them care much for the anglerworms, but there are death on minnows and can be caught on streamer flies.

Then comes the lunker of the sunfish: the common sunfish, the bluegill, the white crappie, and the long-eared sunfish, called red or red perch, the Bassineros of the South. Any of these call for anglerworms, but the big ones will take a grasshopper with neatness and dispatch, and they'll take small wet flies most any time if you fish them right.

CATFISH

You can catch mudcats six inches long. And you can catch the big yellow and blue cats of the Missouri and Mississippi Rivers that may weigh a hundred pounds. From the sporting standpoint, the only one of these fellows that interests me is the channel cat. He's blue with black spots, and generally weighs around three or four pounds. Give him a nice shiner and in return he'll give you plenty of action. At times a good trim channel cat will put up much as a fight as any game fish of equal weight I have ever caught.

But if you insist on fishing for catfish, lay aside your light tackle and artificial lures. Get a good kerosene lantern and a can of worms and go out on a dark night. In the morning you'll have a lot of fish, and your hands will be cut and scratched. But in spite of this you'll have had a good time.

Wrights Fishing Calendar

For December 1939


Explanations: B best, G good, F fair, P poor. These fishing dates are subject to change for local conditions. They are prepared by a fisherman of long experience and have been found sufficiently accurate to create widespread interest.

WHO STARTED this fishing business anyway? Who caught the first fish? Probably old John Eagleclaw of the Neanderthal Eagleclaws. At least we know that since time immemorial fishing has been done by man. Before civilization, men of the Stone Age left their implements to prove that they took part of their food from the sea and waters of the earth.

Since records have been kept fishermen have had their place in history. Christ's disciples were fishermen, and their descendants followed faithfully in their footsteps insofar as fishing was concerned, even if in other ways they may have strayed from the path.

Fishing is etiastic. It is in the blood. Formerly a man had to fish to exist. Many still make their livelihood at it, while the rest of us fish for the fun of the thing. There is something about angling that satisfies in man not only the desire to take food with his own hands, but that ever-present urge to test the unknown. We are all gamblers at heart, even though some of us won't admit it. And there is no cleaner, more healthful gamble than testing the unknown with a fish hook.

And don't tell me that the commercial fishermen has not chosen his vocation because of his love of the game. I have known too many of them. Whether he's dragging a net or running a trot line, or trolling for salmon with a hand line, he's

Wrights Fishing Calendar for January 1939


Explanations: B best, G good, F fair, P poor. These fishing dates are subject to change for local conditions. They are prepared by a fisherman of long experience and have been found sufficiently accurate to create widespread interest.
anticipating the thrill that goes with a catch. He fishes first for the sport of the thing and secondly because by so doing he's earning his livelihood. I have seen just as much excitement on the face of a commercial fisherman when a big halibut hit a lead squid as I ever saw on the face of the ultra-purist trout fisherman when he raised a good fish to a dry fly.

What do they fish for? Anything they can catch? By no means. Most of them are specialists. The class that probably ranks all others when it comes to fine tackle and specialized fishing is composed of those anglers who fish for soft-spined game fishes, namely those of the salmon and trout families.

**ATLANTIC SALMON**

Many fishermen place the Atlantic salmon at the top of the list of sporting fish. Originally, he was found in all rivers emptying into the Atlantic Ocean along the eastern seaboard from the Chesapeake north. Pollution and power dams have changed all that, and today you can only catch him in a few rivers in Maine and in New Brunswick, Quebec, Nova Scotia and other of the Maritime Provinces of Canada.

It is contended by many that the salmon, when he returns from the ocean, eats no solid food until after he spawns; but he can be taken with artificial flies. For many years it has been the accepted thing to fish for salmon with two-handed rods and comparatively heavy leaders on which are attached two large flies. With this rig, the angler fishes wet, which means that the flies sink below the surface. They are cast across-stream and allowed to swing around with the current. They are then retrieved and cast again. Of more recent years the salmon fisherman has adopted the trout fisherman's tactics of fishing dry, which means using lighter tackle and casting upstream with a fly that will ride the surface, remaining dry rather than becoming wet, and sinking.

Most of this angling has been done in the past from boats, but again recent developments have put the salmon fisherman in the stream on his feet after the manner of a trout fisherman. At the same time he uses still lighter tackle and undoubtedly gets more sport from his fishing.

**PACIFIC SALMON**

There are five species of salmon on the Pacific Coast: the king, the silver, the sockeye, the humpback and the dog salmon. All of these salmon can be taken on artificial lures when they enter fresh water. The usual method of a commercial fisherman in catching king and silver salmon is to troll a large spoon offshore before the fish enter the estuaries to go upstream on their pilgrimage to the spawning grounds.

**WRIGHT'S FISHING CALENDAR FOR FEBRUARY 1939**

1-B, 5-B, 2-B, 2-B, 8-0, 0-4, 0-4, 0-4, 8-0, 16-0, 11-0, 12-0, 15-0, 14-0, 16-0, 17-0, 19-0, 19-0, 20-0, 21-0, 22-0, 21-0, 23-0, 26-0, 25-0, 27-0, 25-0.

Explanation: B best, G good, F fair, P poor. These fishing dates are subject to change by local conditions. They are prepared by a fisherman of long experience and have been found sufficiently accurate to create widespread interest.

**FISHING CALENDAR FOR MARCH 1939**

1-B, 2-B, 5-B, 0-0, 4-0, 4-0, 4-0, 16-0, 11-0, 12-0, 15-0, 14-0, 16-0, 17-0, 19-0, 19-0, 20-0, 21-0, 22-0, 21-0, 23-0, 25-0, 26-0, 27-0, 28-0, 30-0, 36-0, 31-0.

Explanation: B best, G good, F fair, P poor. These fishing dates are subject to change by local conditions. They are prepared by a fisherman of long experience and have been found sufficiently accurate to create widespread interest.

**WRIGHT'S FISHING CALENDAR FOR NOVEMBER 1939**

1-B, 5-B, 0-0, 0-0, 0-0, 0-0, 0-0, 16-0, 11-0, 12-0, 15-0, 14-0, 16-0, 17-0, 19-0, 19-0, 20-0, 21-0, 22-0, 21-0, 23-0, 25-0, 26-0, 27-0, 28-0, 29-0.

Explanation: B best, G good, F fair, P poor. These fishing dates are subject to change by local conditions. They are prepared by a fisherman of long experience and have been found sufficiently accurate to create widespread interest.

-Wilis Wright

a pickerel nearby you may own him shortly.

**PICKEREL: World's Record Taken with Hook and Line by G. Scattergood, 10 lbs., 10 oz., in 1928 in MacGregor Lake, Quebec.**

**GREAT NORTHERN PIGE**

This battle is called a pickerel in many waters. He's a tiger. He'll hit anything you throw to him in the way of live bait, and will hit a plug and a spoon. As a fighter he doesn't rank too high, but don't condemn him as many do. Hook one of eighteen or twenty pounds on light bass casting tackle and you'll have your hands full. He makes a vicious run for a start and then he quits, and you reel him in. And when he sees the boat he does it again. After you have gaffed him and put him on the bottom of the canoe or skiff, then he'll really start things. If you don't clot him over the head with something he's apt to knock the floor boards out.

**GREAT NORTHERN PIKE: World Record Taken with Hook and Line by John W. Shankers, 45 lbs., 12 oz., in 1939 in Basswood Lake, Minnesota.**

**MUSKALONGE**

Many call him the tiger of fresh waters. He's built like a great northern pike, but grows much larger and his fight is more fierce and prolonged. Troll or cast for him. Artificial lures are the accepted method, either spoons or plugs.

---

**Why not try Dr. Miles ANTI-PAIN PILLS**

*When you recommend Dr. Miles Anti-Pain Pills to sufferers from Headache, Neuralgia, or Muscular Aches and Pains, you are doing them a real favor.*

Dr. Miles Anti-Pain Pills are effective and pleasant to take. Prompt to act. They do not upset the stomach – are not laxative and do not cause constipation. More often than not, just one of these pleasant little tablets is all you need. "Friend to friend" advertising is largely responsible for the steady demand for Dr. Miles Anti-Pain Pills.

**Have You Tried Them?**

Won't you consider this a friendly suggestion that you try a package at our risk? Money back, of course, if you are not entirely satisfied.

Your druggist sells Dr. Miles Anti-Pain Pills. He probably has ever since he was a cub clerk for Anti-Pain Pills have been making good for more than forty years.

At your Drug Store

Regular pkg. 25 tablets 25c
Economy pkg. 125 tablets $1.00
LAKE TROUT

Another trout, in name at least, is the lake trout. He's big, but he's sluggish. If you want to get the best he has to offer, troll for him with a light spoon in fifteen to thirty feet of water. As early in the spring as the law will allow. In warm weather he goes deeper and deeper, until it may be necessary to fish in ninety to a hundred and fifty feet of water. The lake will put up a fair respectable battle when hooked in shallow water in the early spring.

The most deadly form of live-bait fishing is still-fishing with a 3 or 4-inch minnow over a hot spot that has been chummed for several days with pieces of fish. Whether trolling or still-fishing, the most productive spots in lake trout water are the areas of shelving rock or sand bottom alongside of the deeper bays.

LAKE TROUT: World's Record Taken with Hook and Line by W. Muir, 29½ lbs., in 1866 in Loch Awe, Scotland.

BLACK BASS (Smallmouth): World's Record Taken with Hook and Line by Walter Harden, 14 lbs., in 1932 in Oakland, Florida.

LARGEMOUTH

The large-mouth is the joy and delight of the plug caster. He'll smash a plug at times when he won't hit a choice morsel of live bait put right in front of him. He's especially susceptible to a plug that makes a disturbance in the water. Apparently it makes him mad and he decides to kill something—and that's where the trouble starts. The largemouth of the South, especially the Florida largemouth, comes out of water as often or oftener, during a fight as a northern smallmouth. This is not true of the largemouth of the North. He may break water once or twice, but the average fish is inclined to fight deep. While your smallmouth will be found around rocky shores, look for your large-mouth in the neighborhood of weedsbeds.

BLACK BASS (Largemouth): World's Record Taken with Hook and Line by George W. Perry, 22 lbs., 4 oz., in 1935 in Montgomery Lake, Georgia.

PICKEREL

The eastern pickerel is found in grassy waters and lakes. He'll take a plug or sprocket, but he's a setup for a frog. Cast a frog with a spinner ahead of it at the edge of a weedy bed and slowly jerk it along. If there is a fisherman, and he takes artificial plugs fairly well. But when he won't use the artificial, give him a frog or a minnow.

If you can locate a cold under-water spring along a rocky edge, anchor your boat and let a frog down. You may learn something. Hellgrammies and crawfish both work well at times, and, of course, a can of anglerworms should always go along with every bait fisherman.

For many years it was contended that these salmon of the Pacific would not rise to a fly. This is not true. I have caught and seen caught all species of Pacific salmon on light casting tackle with flies or light spoons. PACIFIC SALMON (King): World's Record, Taken with Hook and Line by F. R. Steel, 83 lbs., in 1910 in Umpqua River, Oregon.

OUANANICHE

The only other member of the salmon family is the non-migratory salmon—the ouananiche and so-called land-locked salmon. Many pronounce him the gamest of all salmon. He's only found in a few lakes and rivers in Maine, New Hampshire, New Brunswick and Quebec.

He'll take a fly, either wet or dry, with all the dash and smash of his cousin, the Atlantic salmon, and he will spend as much time in the air as he does in the water after you have hooked him. And when he's landed on light tackle, you'll know you have done something, as he is a weighty individual.

The usual method of taking

WRIGHT'S FISHING CALENDAR

For September 1929

WRIGHT'S FISHING CALENDAR

For October 1929

WRIGHT'S FISHING CALENDAR

For April 1939

Explanation: B best, G good, F fair, P poor. These fishing dates are subject to change by local conditions. They are prepared by a fisherman of long experience and have been found sufficiently accurate to create widespread interest.

WRIGHT'S FISHING CALENDAR

For September 1929

WRIGHT'S FISHING CALENDAR

For October 1929

WRIGHT'S FISHING CALENDAR

For April 1939

Explanation: B best, G good, F fair, P poor. These fishing dates are subject to change by local conditions. They are prepared by a fisherman of long experience and have been found sufficiently accurate to create widespread interest.

Dr. Miles liquid Nervine has been used for Sleeplessness due to Nervousness, Nervous Irritability, Nervous Headache, and Nervous Indigestion, for nearly sixty years. This medicine in a pleasant way gives you quiet and restful sleep. Dr. Miles Nervine is not a narcotic. It acts to PERMIT sleep.

Dr. Miles Nervine Liquid

No given sleep.

Dr. Miles Nervine Liquid

No given sleep.

Dr. Miles Nervine Liquid

No given sleep.

Dr. Miles Nervine Liquid

No given sleep.

Dr. Miles Nervine Liquid

No given sleep.

Dr. Miles Nervine Liquid

No given sleep.

Dr. Miles Nervine Liquid

No given sleep.
landlocks in such lakes as Moosehead in Maine, is to troll a feathered streamer or buck-tail with or without spinner.

NON-MIGRATORY SALMON: World's Record Taken with Hook and Line by Edward Blakey, 22 lbs. 8 oz., in 1907 at Sebago Lake, Maine.

TROUT

Trout are found in the streams and lakes of all but a few of the states of the Union. Wherever there are mountain streams with water that never goes above 80 degrees in the heat of the summer's day, trout can live. There are many species and sub-species, and I will only attempt to deal with the most common, for the methods of catching are very much the same.

EASTERN BROOK TROUT

When an easterner thinks of trout it is always the native, or eastern brook, that comes to mind. He's probably the best-looking of the family. On top of this, he's a bulldog and tenacious when it comes to fighting—not as spectacular as other trout, but with more than his share of stick-to-it-iveness. He doesn't come out of the water and show himself like the salmon, and other members of the trout family, but believes in boring deep and finding something to wrap a leader around. Give him a stream with a good current and a few snags on the bottom, and it takes an angler of the first water to land a big one on light tackle.

I still think that the brook trout is the fish for which the angleworm is made. He is a set-up for the man who knows how to fish for a worm in the spring. It is his natural food. The fly fisherman turns up his nose at the man who fishes with bait, but that shouldn't bother the bait fisherman, for he has all the best of it until the days get warm and the natural flies appear on the water. Then may the fly fisherman take trout right from under the

WRIGHT'S FISHING CALENDAR

FOR MAY 1929


Explanation: B best, G good, P fair, P poor. These fishing dates are subject to change by local conditions. They are prepared by a fisherman of long experience and have been found sufficiently accurate to create widespread interest.

WRIGHT'S FISHING CALENDAR

FOR AUGUST 1929


Explanation: B best, G good, P fair, P poor. These fishing dates are subject to change by local conditions. They are prepared by a fisherman of long experience and have been found sufficiently accurate to create widespread interest.
The rainbow trout is found everywhere today. While originally he was a native of the Pacific coast range and the Sierra Nevada, man has reared them artificially and planted them wherever water was suitable. You are apt to hook a good rainbow today when you are fishing in the southern Appalachians of Georgia and North Carolina. This dazzling, purple-striped fellow is apt to boil out of a New York trout stream and, of course, he still is found throughout the West. The fact that he has been transplanted by enthusiastic fishermen to every continent of the earth is testimony enough for this grand fish.

It is when he goes to sea and returns that he is called a steelhead, and becomes the most famous, or shall I say the most publicized, trout of the entire group. Steelhead fishing in Washington, Oregon and northern California matches or exceeds that of the man who is dunking garden hellbenders.

If you are an out-and-out bait fisherman and your tackle is not suited to fly fishing, you don’t have to stop with the angleworm. Big brookies are fond of hellgrammites and soft-shell crawfish and grasshoppers. But it is my advice to any trout fisherman to lay aside his bait tackle when the weather gets warm and take up fly fishing. Once he tries it and begins to take fish, he’ll like it much better than bait fishing. It’s sportier in every way, and your fish are usually hooked lightly through the lips and rarely back in the throat. This means something, for no one wants to keep small fish. When fly fishing you can release the small ones and let them grow for next year’s sport.

The bait fisherman can seldom release his fish successfully, because the bait is swallowed and the fish is almost invariably mortally injured in removing the hook, whether it be barbless or barbless.

For many, the eastern brook is a wet-fly fish. That is, I take him more successfully on wet flies and streamers than I do when fishing a dry fly. He approaches the rainbow more than the rest on the black-spotted, I don’t know. I like him. He’s a grand fish.
Why Lose Your Friends

BECAUSE YOU'RE NERVOUS and UPSET

YOU MAY have a naturally cheerful disposition and even temper. Normally, you may be a little ray of sunshine - but can you take it?

Can you be your normal self when the annoyances of life - worry over finances, household troubles, hard work, struggle for social position, surround you on every side?

Do these things make you cranky and gloomy? Nobody will like you if you are cranky, gloomy, discontented, jittery.

Why don't you try

Dr. Miles Effervescent Nervine Tablets

They were made especially for sufferers from Nervousness, Sleeplessness due to Nervousness, Nervous Irritability, Nervous Headache, Nervous Indigestion.

You will find them a lot of help when you want to overcome jumpy, overtaxed nerves.

Get Dr. Miles Effervescent Nervine Tablets at your Drug Store.

VARIOUS SPECIES

OF GAME FISH

Atlantic Salmon

Pacific Salmon

Eastern Brook Trout

Dolly Varden Trout

Rainbow Trout

Brown Trout

Lake Trout

Cat Fish

Trouble started at the Breakfast Table

AFTER ANOTHER SLEEPLESS NIGHT

SLEEPLESS nights DO make quarrels at the breakfast table and at the factory, store and office. Sleepless nights make you feel miserable.

You can't do good work when you don't sleep well. Do you lie awake nights and feel "all in" the next day?

Why don't you try Dr. Miles Nervine?

Dr. Miles Liquid Nervine

For nearly sixty years, Dr. Miles Liquid Nervine has been bringing relief to sufferers from Functional Disturbances, Sleeplessness, Realteness, Hysterical Conditions due to Nervousness, Nervous Headache, Functional Irritability, Neuralgia, and Travel Sickness.

If you want a method that will help to relieve tense nerves and permit you to get a good restful sleep, Dr. Miles Liquid Nervine, a scientific formula, compounded with the utmost care in one of America's most modern laboratories.

Ask your druggist.

Large bottle $1.60
Small bottle 25c

VARIOUS SPECIES

OF GAME FISH

Small Mouth Black Bass

Large Mouth Black Bass

Pickerel

Great Northern Pike

Muskie

Wall Eyed Pike

Caisco Bass

Blue Gill